


There were a lot of

dinos on the earth long

ago. We have found

their bones.



For a brief time, let's say that dinos

did not die...



Just like how we see birds at the park,

there would be dinos on the slide and

swings.



Or would they be smart and live by our side?



Would they go to the shops and

choose what to buy?



Or would they break the

things that we have made?



Would they stomp out on fields and make games come

to a halt?



If they found our food,

there would be none left.



In fact, they would go all through our

homes and take our things.



The whole world would be a mess!

We could not live like we do now.



Dinos are cool, but the chief

thing to take from this is that

we could not live side by side.



But we can wield tools and

toys that can tell us what

dinos and their world was

like.
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